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Seal Books, United States, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 170 x 104 mm. Language: English .
Brand New Book. Continue on the adventure with The Rancher Takes a Wife, the conclusion to
Richmond Hobson s western frontier trilogy! The interior of British Columbia in the early 20th
century is a jungle of swamps, rivers, and grasslands. It s a vast and still barely explored wilderness,
whose principal citizens are timber wolves, moose, giant grizzly bears, and the odd human being.
Into this forbidding land, Rich Hobson, Pioneer cattle rancher, brings Gloria, his city-raised bride.
Her adjustment to life in the wilderness is sure to be difficult, as is her relationship with Rich and his
backwoods cronies. Will Gloria find that she belongs in this strange, harsh land? Told with wit and
wisdom, Hobson recounts a wild true adventure story in the last book of his collection of survival
tales. These dramatic tales are described with the humor and vivid detail that have made Hobson s
books perennial favorites.
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ReviewsReviews

A fresh e-book with a brand new point of view. It really is packed with knowledge and wisdom Its been designed in an exceedingly simple way and is
particularly simply following i finished reading this publication through which actually modified me, alter the way i really believe.
-- B er nha r d Russel-- B er nha r d Russel

The ebook is easy in read through preferable to understand. It is actually writter in straightforward words and never hard to understand. I realized this
publication from my dad and i encouraged this ebook to understand.
-- Dr . Fa usto Jenkins Sr .-- Dr . Fa usto Jenkins Sr .
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